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Methods
Participants
Totally 53 patients (29 left ATL and 24 right ATL) suffered from drug resistant temporal epilepsy and underwent unilateral anterior temporal lobectomy between February, 2014 and March, 2016 in Epilepsy Center of Sanbo Brain Hospital participated in this study. Twentynine patients (aged between 17 to 46 years, 11 females) suffered from left TLE and received the same side ATL while 24 patients (aged between 17 to 37 years, 15 females) suffered from left TLE and received the same side ATL (Table 1 ).
All patients were right-handed. Each of the patient participants underwent a standard ATL with the removal of the anterior temporal lobe, the amygdala, anterior half of the hippocampus, and/or the anterior one third of the parahippocampal gyrus. All patients provided written informed consent for their participation. All the patients participated in 3 month follow up. Twenty-two patients in left ATL group and twenty patients in right ATL group participated in 1 year follow up. [28, 29] was used to measure the verbal intelligence quotient (VIQ) and performance intelligence quotient (PIQ) in the current study. Wechsler Memory Scale -revised in China (WMS-RC) [30, 31] which include longterm memory subtest and short-term memory subtest was used to measure the memory quotient (MQ). According to the definition of Wechsler Scale, the standard scores of VIQ, PIQ and MQ were around 100 (> 100: better than the norm; < 100, worse than the norm).
Neuropsychological testing
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale -revised in China (WAIS-RC)
All patients were tested before and three months after operation. Twenty-two left TLE patients and 20 right TLE patients were tested twelve months after operation. All the neuropsychological evaluations were conducted by a well-trained psychologist and demographic and clinical data were collected by other medical doctors.
Introduction
Epilepsy is defined as a neurological disorder characterized by recurrent and unpredictable interruptions of normal brain function, i.e. epileptic seizures [1] . Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is the most common category of epilepsy [2] . For patients with medically intractable TLE, unilateral anterior temporal lobectomy (ATL), which is the surgical resection of the hippocampus, the amygdala, the temporal pole and the most anterior part of the temporal gyrus is an effective treatment [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
Chronic TLE is associated with various cognition impairments [8] [9] [10] . A recent study reveals that the TLE patients had lower verbal intelligence quotient (VIQ), performance intelligence quotient (PIQ), and memory quotient (MQ) than nonTLE patients [8] . However, the cognition outcomes after unilateral ATL are still under debate. Some studies suggest cognition declines after ATL [11] [12] [13] [14] , some other studies reveal cognition improvements after ATL [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Since more and more recent studies focus on the predictive factors of cognition outcomes [21, 22] , new opinions suggest that wide variability existed in the effects of ATL on postoperative memory function [23] . Various clinical characters have been suggested to explain cognitive change after temporal lobe surgery including age at onset, illness duration, seizure-free period, and frequency of seizure [24, 25] . For example, a recent study suggested that age at surgery could predict the cognitive improvements because that the mean age of patients with memory improvement was significantly lower than those with memory decline [26] . On the other hand, some study also suggested memory outcomes were depended on the hemisphere, which indicated that patients with right hemisphere temporal lobe surgery usually had a better memory outcomes [26, 27] . Therefore, the efforts made to predict which patients are at higher risk of experiencing better or worse cognition outcomes following ATL are essential.
In the current study, VIQ, PIQ, MQ scores were tested among 53 TLE patients from a single center who underwent unilateral ATL (29 left and 24 right) in preoperative and postoperative stages. Our purposes were (1) to evaluate the effects on cognition outcomes after left and right ATL and (2) to reveal whether clinical factors (age of ATL surgery, age of seizure onset, and illness duration) were associated with cognition outcomes after unilateral ATL.
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Results
Clinical characters
The mean age of seizure onset was 13 
Effect on seizure frequency
Before ATL treatment, the average seizure frequency in left ATL group was as follows: < 10 seizures /month in 13 patients (44.8%), 10-100 seizures /month in 15 patients (51.7%), and > 100 seizures/month in 1 patients (3.5%), while the average seizure frequency in right ATL group was as follows: < 10 seizures /month in 17 patients (70.8%), 10-100 seizures /month in 6 patients (25.0%), and > 100 seizures/month in 1 patients (4.2%).
At 12 months follow-up, 79.3% patients in left ATL group and 95.8% patients in right ATL group were seizure-free. All patients achieved > 50% seizure-frequency reduction compared with preoperative stage. All diagnosis and follow-up were ensured by pediatric neurologists in our epilepsy center.
Cognition improvements after left or right ATL
To examine the operation effect and laterality effect, a 2 (operation effect: preoperative, postoperative) × 2 (laterality effect: left-ATL, right-ATL) mixed two-way ANOVAs were conducted for VIQ, PIQ and MQ, respectively. 
Memory improvements after left or right ATL
To examine the operation effect and laterality effect, a 2 (operation effect: preoperative, postoperative) × 2 (laterality effect: left-ATL, right-ATL) mixed two-way ANOVAs were conducted for long-term and short-term memory, respectively. 
Correlation between cognition improvements and clinical characters
To test whether cognition improvements after unilateral ATL were correlated with clinical characters of TLE patients, Pearson correlation tests were conducted between changes of cognition indices (VIQ, PIQ and MQ) and clinical indices (age of ATL surgery, age of seizure onset, and illness duration). Significant negative correlations were only found between MQ and both age of ATL surgery (r = -0.442, p = 0.016) and age of seizure onset (r = -0.491, p = 0.007) three months after ATL (Figures 3  and 4) . No significant correlations were found between any cognition improvement and illness duration (all p > 0.05).
To further test whether memory improvements after unilateral ATL were correlated with clinical characters of TLE patients, Pearson correlation tests were conducted between changes of memory indices (long-term and short-term memory) and clinical indices (age of ATL surgery, age of seizure onset, and illness duration). Significant negative correlations were only found between short-term memory and both age of ATL surgery (r = -0.406, p = 0.029) and age of seizure onset (r = -0.394, p = 0.034) three months after ATL. No significant correlation was found in long-term memory (Figure 4) . No significant correlation was found between any memory improvement and illness duration (all p > 0.05). These results suggested that the earlier ATL surgery was conducted, the better memory improvements, especially the short-term improvements would be observed. On the other hand, the earlier of the seizure onset would possibly predict a better short-term memory enhancement after ATL surgery.
Discussion
In the current study, neuropsychological tests were conducted among 53 TLE patients from single center who underwent unilateral ATL (29 left and 24 right) to evaluate cognition outcomes in postoperative stages compared with those in preoperative stage. The main findings include: (1) the PIQ of the patients with left ATL was significantly improved while the MQ of the patients with right temporal lobe resection was significantly improved, in both 3 and 12 months postoperative stages; (2) the short-term memory scores of the patients with right ATL was significantly improved, in both 3 and 12 months postoperative stages; (3) Significant 
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PIQ improvements after left ATL
PIQ is significantly impaired in TLE patients [8] . However, there are few studies discussed about how PIQ in TLE patients would change after unilateral ATL in the literature. Lacruz et al. [32] suggested that the changes of PIQ after temporal lobectomy is associated with the contralateral Wada scores, which estimate cognitive function of the hemisphere that remains after surgery.
In the current study, we observed a significant improvement of PIQ after left ATL, but not after right ATL, implying a possible function release from the non-dominant hemisphere with the disappearance of seizures.
Memory changes after unilateral ATL
In the current study, a group difference was observed that right ATL significantly improved the MQ but left ATL failed. Previous studies also suggested worse memory outcomes after left ATL than after right ATL, while many patients who undergo left ATL show no change or might even show postoperative improvement [17] [18] [19] , which is consistent with our results.
The total MQ score include long-term and short-term memory subtests. Some previous studies suggested that the long-term memory did not change after unilateral ATL, which is mainly associated with the postoperative seizure outcomes [33] . In the current study, the longterm memory scores showed no significant difference between pre and postoperative stages but the short-term memory scores were significantly improved after right ATL.
The neural connection between the auditory areas and medial temporal cortex (which comprises the hippocampal formation and the parahippocampal region) is involved in both long-term auditory memory [34] and shortterm auditory episodic memory [35] . A recent functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study suggested that that compensatory posterior hippocampal reorganization might be the underlying neural mechanisms of the memory improvement after right ATL [36] . Significant left posterior hippocampal activation that was sustained 3 and 12 months postoperatively during memory tasks, which is in accordance with our results that short-term memory improved in both 3 and 12 months postoperative stages.
Correlation between memory outcomes and age
Cognitive prognosis is poor for a subset of patients characterized by chronicity of epilepsy, older age, lower intellectual ability, and more baseline abnormalities in quantitative magnetic resonance volumetric [17] .
In the group level, no significant difference was observed between preoperative and postoperative stages after left ATL. However, correlation tests showed a significant negative correlation between memory improvements and both ATL surgery and seizure onset (Figure 3 and 4) . These results implied that if a patient with earlier age of seizure onset and earlier ATL treatment, the memory outcomes after left ATL would be better.
For that the left hemisphere is dominant, could these changes be linked to ipsilateral anatomical structure outside the epileptic zone? A recent functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) revealed that patients with TLE had greater activation in the left posterior medial temporal lobe during memory tasks postoperatively than preoperatively [15] , suggesting that it is the capacity of the posterior remnant of the ipsilateral hippocampus rather than the functional reserve of the contralateral hippocampus that is important for maintaining memory function after unilateral ATL.
In a recent study suggested, Cano-Lopez et al. [26] also discussed the relationship between cognition out comes and age at surgery. In both Cano-Lopez's study and the current study, patients with right hemisphere temporal lobe surgery had better memory outcomes than those in left hemisphere group. More importantly, in Cano-Lopez's study, the conclusion that age at surgery could predict the cognitive improvements was generalized from
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Limitations
Although the current study gave a new insight of age effect on unilateral ATL treatments, there were still some shortcomings for the retrospective approach. For instance, this study did not include data regarding the educational level, or drug use (smoking), or parental education, which could be related to differences in intelligence performance. On the other hand, it lacks a control group of patients with refractory epilepsy not surgically-treated and it also has a limited number of patients. Future studies should consider these factors.
Conclusion
The left temporal lobe resection could mainly improve the performance intelligence while the right temporal lobe resection could mainly improve the memory of patients with temporal lobe epilepsy. Either earlier ages of ATL surgery or ages of seizure onset could predict better memory outcomes after left ATL, which mainly suggested the importance of early surgical treatment.
